
AMADOR WATER AGENCY 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

REGULAR MEETING 

DECEMBER 8, 2022  9am 

12800 RIDGE ROAD 

AGENDA PACKET SUPPLEMENT 

REMINDER: This meeting will be both in person and on line.  The Zoom log in information is on 
the agenda. 

Agenda Item 4 – BRIAN RAMM (RAMMCO) – will be taken up by the Board at a time certain of 
10am. 

Supplemental information for Agenda Item 4 is attached. 

Supplemental information for Agency Item 14 is attached. 

This supplement is paginated from the end of the original packet.
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Board Meeting: December 8, 2022   Agenda Item No. 4 
__________________________________________________________________ 

STAFF REPORT 
BRIAN RAMM (RAMMCO)—REQUEST FOR CAPACITY 

FEE RELIEF 
Recommended Action:   

Consider Mr. Ramm’s request and take no further action. 

Background:   

This is a request for reconsideration of action the Board took at its August 25, 2022, 
meeting.  Mr. Ramm operates Rammco, a commercial laundry located at 75 Church 
Street in Sutter Creek.  Rammco has a 1-inch service connection for water, but uses an 
amount of water that, per our Water Code, would warrant a 6-inch meter.   

The Agency informed Mr. Ramm in July that he would be required to upsize his service.  
He stated that he intended to install and operate a recycling system that would reduce 
his water use by 80%.  Staff proposed to require the service be upsized to a 3-inch 
meter, which would be appropriate for 20% of the current use, and that he would be 
allowed a year to implement his conservation measures.  The additional capacity fee for 
the 3-inch service is $321,304, but Mr. Ramm requested 6-year payment plan for that 
amount, and sought relief from the Board. 

At its August 25th meeting, the Board heard and considered Mr. Ramm’s request and 
denied additional relief beyond the staff proposal.  The prior staff report with attached 
materials, and the minutes from August 25th, are attached for reference. 

Mr. Ramm now requests that the Board reconsider its decision.  His email (posted in the 
packet) notes three operational changes he has implemented to conserve water.  His 
billed usage in September, October, and November, however, remains in the 35 -37 
EDU range, which is not a significant decrease and is still well within the size warranting 
a 6-inch meter.  Everything else in his request for reconsideration was specifically 
discussed on August 25th.   

In particular, Mr. Ramm suggests that, because the Agency was aware of the over use 
of the water service previously, the Agency should have addressed this issue with the 
prior owner, Mr. Ramm’s lessor, before Rammco bought the property. 

Mr. Ramm reiterates his proposal to re-size to a 3-inch meter, but applying the 2018 
capacity fees and with a 5-year payment plan.  He offers that Rammco still plans to 
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proceed with the recycling system, but cannot commit to a schedule. He asks whether 
the Agency can try to “meet him halfway.” 
 
It is true that the Agency was aware of the over use of water at Rammco for several 
years.  The attached notes from the Agency’s Customer Service system document 
several discussions about requiring the connection to be upsized.  Initially, the very high 
usage burned out the original 5/8-inch meter, requiring its replacement. The notes 
indicate several discussions with the property owner about the need to upsize to a 2-
inch meter, the property owner’s statements that the tenant was paying the water bill 
and that any change in the service would be a tenant expense, and that he was 
discussing the issues with the tenant, Mr. Ramm.  For reasons that are not 
documented, the service was then upsized from a 5/8-inch to a 1-inch meter.  An 18-
month payment plan was provided for the upsize capacity fees, and was violated by 
nonpayment at least twice.  The property was liened for nonpayment at least once, in 
2018.  It is reasonable to conclude that Mr. Ramm was aware of the high water use 
issue and the actions taken. 
 
In his request, Mr. Ramm asks, what has changed since 2017 to require the Agency’s 
current action.  The answer is that Rammco’s use in 2017 started at about 7 EDUs 
(warranting a 2-inch meter) and ramped up during the year to about 26 EDUs.  
(Average for the year was 18 EDUs, warranting a 3-inch meter.)  From 2018 on, 
Rammco’s average use ranged from 36 to 41 EDUs.   
 
Had the Agency required the problem to be fully addressed strictly according to our 
Water Code in 2018, as Mr. Ramm suggests we should have, capacity fees would have 
been owed for an upsize to a 6-inch meter.  Staff has calculated the fees, rates and 
charges that would have been paid from July 2018 up to November 2022 had that 
action been taken.  The net difference is that Rammco would have paid AWA 
$588,844.92 more than it has.  
 
Staff met on December 6 with Jon Hopkins and Supervisor Crew for the County.  
Supervisor Crew sits on the County’s Economic and Community Development 
Committee.  They expressed concern, of course, for the viability of Rammco as a local 
employer.  They understood the Agency’s concerns, but asked that the AWA Board 
consider whether a payment plan could be used to accommodate the necessary 
charges. 
 
Rammco’s request is to be allowed to pay the 2018 difference in capacity fees to upsize 
to a 3-inch meter ($135,144) and be allowed a five-year payment plan.  If this were 
allowed, Rammco should also pay the difference in monthly service and debt service 
charges from 2018 to the present ($27,069.33).  The total would result in a monthly 
payment of $2703.56 per month for 60 months.  For the Board’s information, allowing a 
36-month payment plan would require a payment of $4,505.93 per month.   
 
Treated water capacity is the most critical the Agency’s most critical resource today.  
The Agency could require upsizing to a 6-inch meter immediately, and could potentially 
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recover rates and charges that Rammco should have paid before.  But staff 
recommended and the Board decided to support and encourage Rammco pursuing 
water conservation measures while paying its fair share going forward, rather than 
looking at the past.  Considering the Agency’s financial situation, its treated water 
capacity constraints, and the uncertainty that Rammco will be able to reduce its usage 
significantly, the Agency has met Rammco half way, and no additional relief is 
recommended.   
 
Fiscal Impact:   
 
To upsize to a 6-inch service, Rammco would pay AWA the capacity fee difference of 
$1,130,515 and additional monthly service and debt service charges amounting to 
$4052.12.  The Board’s action in August required instead that Rammco pay the capacity 
fee difference for a 3-inch service of $321,304, with a year to bring usage below 25 
EDUs, and to pay monthly service and debt service charges according to actual usage.  
Rammco is being provided a year to avoid paying an additional $809,211 in capacity 
fees. 
 
Rammco’s request to pay the 2018 capacity fees, and adding in the monthly service 
and date charges, would result in Rammco paying a total of $162,213.33, with the 
Agency foregoing $159,060.67 compared to the action taken in August. 
 
Deferring payments through a payment plan would significantly reduce the Agency’s 
resources for addressing the near-term treated water capacity constraints already being 
experienced.  AWA is on course to spend nearly $1 million this fiscal year on efforts to 
increase the production of the Tanner WTP, which is struggling to meet existing 
demand.   
 
Committee Review: 
 
The POE Committee reviewed the original request for relief on July 22, 2022, and the 
Board acted on August 25, 2022.  There has been no committee consideration of this 
request for reconsideration. 
 
Prepared by:  Larry McKenney, General Manager 
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User:

Printed: 12/01/2022 -  9:58 AM

kgish

Utility Billing

Account Comments

Account No: 007500-001

Customer Name: RANDY KORSGAARD

Service Address: 75 CHURCH STREET

Phone Number: (209) 256-2493

Creation Date CommentClose Date Comment Status

3/10/2017 Attention estimated 180. Cust needs to upgrade meter. Industrial sized washers blew out existing meter and it 

is no longer working. Only 11 units of water registered through meter the past 2 months. Karen and 

Engineering working w/ customer to have 2 inch meter installed, along with backflow device. Until 

that is done, estimates will be needed to adequately cover water usage.

7/19/2017 Attention CMMS 182326 verify the meter is still working, Susie told us that it was not moving when she 

read the meter and that we should have someone look into it.

per NT, read 34025.238 on 7/20 -e

This read can't be correct, it would mean they used 1183.05 units in 10 days- average 350-400 

units in a full month. No comments notating my request in WO about if its actually working. I 

think the read was wrong, new WO for re-read is 182917 8/1/17 AP assigned to Kreg started a file 

under "Sutter Creek" behind EE desk

8/2/2017 Attention Per Kreg, the meter is working and it read 148716 (1487.16 = 267.69 units since last read) meter is 

working. Not sure what numbers NT was reading.

9/7/2017 Attention Mailed upsize letter and attached a copy to the account.

Spoke to Randy today, emails were down so I relayed his concerns to Gene /Karen and attached 

them to the acct. Left a copy in KG's in-box to discuss further with gens. AP 9/14/17 

Will accept 12 month repayment plan call on monday 9/18/17 AP

Comes to 1208.00 on top of monthly payment, I spoke to Randy he would liek to pitch 18 mo 

805.33 -PA instead-- start in November rather than October so he can give his tenant adequate time 

to prepare.AP/

9/26/2017 Attention Gene approved an 18 mo. payment plan. I called Randy today to let him know- he will call me 

back after he speaks with the tenant to find out if he will be able to include the $805.33 with the 

regular bill or if he needs a different date. Randy said the 18th of the month is best, I temp. 

suspended the penalties so he can pay on the 18th without issues. Once all PF's are paid we need to 

re-activate the penalties.

12/26/2017 Attention Failed PA current plus 805.33 comes to 2020.52 should have been paid on 12/18 hung DT with SO 

of 12/28/17 (probably wont shut off) ....

1/23/2018 Attention talked w/ owner (cust on acct). Tenant pays bills. He will call him.

UB - Account Comments (12/01/2022 -  9:58 AM) Page 1
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Creation Date CommentClose Date Comment Status

2/14/2018 Attention CMMS 192018 no water to the building.

Per Andrea P. it was an internal issue.

3/7/2018 Attention The payment for February was never made, called Randy- he will talk to the tenant. I explained in 

depth what was needed and was told by Randy that he would relay the info to the ten. and if he still 

had questions he would make an appointment on Monday Feb 26th. I did not hear from him so I 

assumed he made a payment, I confirmed today that he did not so I called Randy and the ten 

should supposedly come in today. The amount he needs to be 1870.02 for Feb. due to error in the 

office.

Paid Feb and March bills

3/27/2018 Attention info sent to Title for legal desc. will be placing a lien on the property

3/28/2018 Attention 03-28-18 lien filed

10/28/2019 Attention Lien Release prepared but due to power outage it is not able to be printed. When power is restored 

will print and give to Karen for signature.

Total Comments:  12

UB - Account Comments (12/01/2022 -  9:58 AM) Page 2
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Board Meeting: August 25, 2022    Agenda Item No. 8A   
__________________________________________________________________ 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 

RAMMCO APPEAL OF CAPACITY FEES 
 

Recommended Action:   

Consider Rammco's request for a payment plan for capacity fees. 
 
Background:   
 
According to its website, Rammco is a family-owned business that provides professional 
dust control, restaurant hospitality, restroom, hotel hospitality, and uniform services to 
businesses in Sacramento, Amador, Calaveras, Placer, El Dorado, Yolo, Butte, 
Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Yuba, and Solano Counties.   
 
Rammco operates a commercial laundry at 75 Church Street in Sutter Creek.  They 
currently have a 1-inch service connection with AWA. Our Water Code associates a 
commercial 1-inch meter with usage up to 2.5 EDUs.  Rammco's current water usage is 
41 EDUs.  Per our Water Code, this level of usage requires a 6-inch meter.   
 
The consequences of this level of usage for AWA include foregone capacity fees, 
undercharged monthly service charges, and rapid failure of meters, requiring frequent 
replacement.   
 
Rammco established service with AWA in 2016.  In its first year of operation, its usage 
was 7 EDUs, which would require a 2-inch meter.  The next year, it used 18 EDUs, 
which would require a 4-inch meter.  From 2018 until now, its usage has been at the 
level associated with a 6-inch meter. 
 
Information provided to the POE Committee in July reflects that Rammco has stated it 
plans to install and operate a recycling system to reduce its usage 80%.  That level of 
reduction from current usage would still require a 3-inch meter.  Rammco proposed to 
add an additional 1.5-inch service now and to meet reduction targets over the next year.  
Rammco also requested a payment plan for the capacity fee for the 1.5-inch connection 
($119,002) and asked about Agency assistance in financing the recycling system or in 
providing rebates for the water conservation achieved.   
 
Staff wrote to Rammco on August 8 requiring replacement of the existing 1-inch service 
with a 3-inch service, with the condition that the service will be up-sized, with additional 
charges owed, if usage is not brought down to at least 16 EDUs within one year.  
Considering Rammco's long usage in excess of its purchased capacity and the 
uncertainty of the timely implementation of its recycling project, staff views this as a 
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generous approach, since Rammco has operated for several years at usage levels that 
should require a 6-inch meter, and even achieving an 80 percent reduction will still 
require a 3-inch meter.   
 
Rammco's response to staff's letter is attached, and they requested Board review of the 
General Manager's decision not to provide a payment plan for capacity fees.   
 
Fiscal Impact:   
 
Rammco currently has a 1-inch meter and pays a monthly service charge for that size 
connection.  The difference in capacity fees and monthly service charge is: 
 
3-inch meter  capacity:    $321,304     monthly service:     $403.20 
6-inch meter  capacity: $1,130,515     monthly service:  $2,083.15 
 
Committee Review: 
 
The POE Committee was briefed on this matter on July 22 for information. 
 
Prepared by:  Larry McKenney, General Manager 
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A Public Agency 

12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685-9630 • www.amadorwater.org • Office: (209) 223-3018 

August 8,2022 

Brian Ramm 
Rammco Linen Services 
PO Box 102 
Jackson, CA 95642 

Mr. Ramm: 

RE: Amador Water System - Water Usage Exceedance, 
75 Church Street, Sutter Creek, CA 
APN: 018-180-023, Account# 011723-003 

In reviewing the water usage for 75 Church Street, the Amador Water Agency (Agency) has 
determined that the premises exceeded the water capacity purchased and flow rates permitted 
for this connection and parcel, APN: 018-180-023 and Account# 011723-003. As discussed 
in the June 8, 2022 meeting with the Agency and subsequent conversations, the parcel has a 
1" water meter installed and purchase capacity for 1,000 gallons per day (2.5 Equivalent 
Dwelling Units (EDUs)) of water capacity. In 2021, the parcel used 16.400 gallons per day of 
water, equivalent to (41 EDUs) of water usage. This is more than sixteen times the capacity 
allocated to the property. One water EDU is equivalent to 400 gallons per day of water usage. 
Current usage would require a 6'' water meter. This is an unauthorized and excessive use as 
determined by the Agency water code. The consequences of this level of usage for AWA 
include foregone capacity fees, undercharged monthly service charges, meter failure, which 
AWA paid to replace, and reduced system treatment and storage capacity. 

Based on the attached letter, the Agency understands you are considering installing recycling 
units, which could possibly reduce the water usage by 50%, and then a reverse osmosis unit 
that could potentially cumulatively achieve an 80% reduction in water usage. You indicated 
that the installation will take some time and could possibly be completed by the end of 2023. 
The Agency also understands that the proposed plan and timeline have high uncertainty, since 
it is unknown if Rammco has acquired the appropriate wastewater capacity for its operations 
from the City of Sutter Creek (City), it is unknown whether the City can accept brine waste from 
a reverse osmosis recycling system, the PG&E service upgrade for the reverse osmosis unit is 
a lengthy and unguaranteed process, permits for the recycling and reverse osmosis units have 
not been obtained or applied for, costs are rapidly escalating, and the future expansion of 
Rammco's linen services, although indicated, are not quantified. 

It may be possible to purchase additional capacity from the Agency to compensate for the 
excessive water usage. The Agency requests that you do the following: 

• Review the water usage and make any changes necessary to bring the usage into
compliance (e.g. reduction of water usage, installation of low flow fixtures, and installation
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A Public Agency 

= 

12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685-9630 • www.amadorwater.org • Office: (209) 223-3018 

of recycling and reverse osmosis units). Please contact the Agency within thirty (30) days 
from the writing of this letter to discuss any changes that have been implemented so we 
can evaluate any changes to water usage, site plans and the account; 

• In addition, you may contact the Agency to purchase additional water capacity. The retail
treated water capacity fee in the Amador Water System is currently $23,800 per EDU, rates
and fees subject to change. Capacity fees due are the fee in place at the time of payment;
and

• Even if the water usage is significantly reduced, a larger water service and water meter is
required, commensurate with the increased usage above the capacity allotted. At this time,
the Agency is requiring the premises immediately apply for and have the service line
upsized to a minimum of a 3" service line, with a 3" water meter installed. In addition,
capacity fees, commensurate with a 3" water meter will need to be purchased, bringing the
total capacity to a minimum of 6,400 gallons per day of water equivalent to (16 EDUs) of
water usage, with credit given for previous capacity purchased, in addition to other
reductions of water usage down to the capacity allotted, like the installation of recycling and
reverse osmosis units. Total costs for 14.5 additional EDUS are currently $321,300.
Installation costs of the 3" service and 3" meter would be in addition and will be determined
after application.

While AWA is supportive of water use efficiency improvements, especially considering our 
water treatment plant capacity limitations, rebates, financing, payment plans or other incentives 
have not been authorized. 

Continued overages of water usage expose the water system to potential non-reversible 
damage, legal impacts, environmental impacts, and fines from the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board. The Agency will make efforts to avoid damages, impacts and fines; however, 
if these occur, the Agency will seek compensation for such impacts. The Agency wishes to 
work in a positive manner to resolve this situation, but must see immediate corrective steps to 
rectify the issues. 

Additionally, please be advised that until the usage is reduced, the account will be charged a 
revised service charge commensurate with the increased usage. Please contact me with any 
questions by phone at (209) 257-5284 or via email rferriera@amadorwater.org. 

Sincerely, 

�J.� 
Rick Ferriera, 
AWA Operations & Engineering Manager 
Attachments: Rammco water use spreadsheet, Rammco letter of July 12, 2022 and AWA's July 22, 2022 Staff 
Report 
CC: File, City of Sutter Creek 
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75 Church St, Sutter Creek CA 95685 (916) 833-2384   brianramm@rammcoservices.com 

Dear Brandt, 

I really appreciate the opportunity to let us work on a detailed plan to resolve 

the usage of water at Rammco. 

Based on the conversation we had on June 8th, we have come up with a plan 

to save water usage and buy an additional meter for more water flow. The 

details follow: Rammco has met with Kemco, the company providing the 

reclaim system and PG&E. The system we are inquiring about will save 

approximately 80% of total water usage through recycling and RO. The issue 

we have run into is the power needed to run the total system exceeds our 

current power availability. This wouldn’t normally be an issue, but PG&E is 12 

months out approximately to completion. With that in mind we have devised 

a short-term plan and a long-term plan. The short term is we will be putting in 

the water reclaim system without the RO until enough power is equipped. The 

date for that will be by the end of the year. So, December we should be at a 

50% savings of overall water usage. During that time, we will be adding more 

power to power the whole system and by next August we will be at a total 

savings of the 80%.  

Part of the initial plan in conjunction with the water savings will be to have 

Amador Water Agency add an additional 1.5” line to the property to add the 

additional water usage needed for the future. We would like to discuss a 

payment plan before doing as the cost upfront will be too much to pay all at 

once.  

Please let me know if this plan meets the requirements, as the Kemco is on 

standby to start the build and we do not want to be shut off moving forward. 

Regards, 

Brian Ramm 
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Committee:  POE, July 22, 2022       Agenda Item No. 5  
__________________________________________________________________ 

STAFF REPORT 
RAMMCO WATER USAGE 

Recommended Action:  

Receive informational report from staff and provide any appropriate direction. 

Background:  

Rammco is a commercial laundry operating at 75 Church Street in Sutter Creek.  They 
currently have a 1-inch service connection with AWA. Our Water Code associates a 
commercial 1-inch meter with usage up to 2.5 EDUs.  Rammco's current water usage is 
41 EDUs.  Per our Water Code, this level us usage requires a 6-inch meter.   

The consequences of this level us usage for AWA include foregone capacity fees, 
undercharged monthly service charges, and rapid failure of meters, requiring frequent 
replacement.   

Rammco established service with AWA in 2016.  In its first year of operation, its usage 
was 7 EDUs, which would require a 2-inch meter.  The next year, it used 18 EDUs, 
which would require a 4-inch meter.  From 2018 until now, its usage has been at the 
level associated with a 6-inch meter. 

A letter from Rammco, attached, describes its plan to construct and operate a recycling 
system to reduce its usage 80%.  That level of reduction from current usage would still 
require a 3-inch meter.  Because of the lead time to establish the electrical service to 
operate the recycling system it envisions, Rammco proposes to add an additional 1.5-
inch service now and to meet reduction targets over the next year.  Rammco also 
requests a payment plan for the capacity fee for the 1.5-inch connection ($119,002).   

Rammco's letter is in response to meetings with AWA staff, and our requirement that 
Rammco provide a specific proposal for resolving it over use.  Staff is trying to achieve 
a resolution that is fair to a local business and to other current and potential customers 
in the Tanner system.   

At this time, staff proposes to require replacement of the existing 1-inch service with a 
3-inch service, with the condition that the service will be up-sized, with additional
charges owed, if usage is not brought down to at least 16 EDUs within one year.
Considering Rammco's long usage in excess of its purchased capacity and the
uncertainty of the timely implementation of its recycling project, staff views this as a
generous approach.
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To achieve its recycling goal, Rammco wlill need to acquire a capable recycling system, 
secure the electrical service from PG&E that is expected to take a year, and acquire 
wastewater capacity from the City of Sutter Creek.  Whether Rammco has acquired the 
appropriate wastewater capacity for its operations from the City is unknown, and 
whether the City can accept brine waste from a reverse osmosis recycling system is 
also unknown.  Thus, uncertainty with Rammco's plan and timeline is high.   

While AWA is supportive of water use efficiency improvements, especially considering 
our treatment plant capacity limitations, staff does not propose to help finance 
Rammco's recycling project or to provide special treatment regarding capacity fees, 
other than requiring a 3-inch connection rather than a 6-inch connection immediately.   

If staff proceeds as described, it is likely that Rammco will seek relief from the AWA 
Board.   

Fiscal Impact:  

The capacity fee difference between a 1-inch meter and a 6-inch meter is currently 
$1,130,515.  The difference between a 1-inch meter and a 3-inch meter is $321,304.  
The monthly service charge for a larger meter is significantly higher.   

Prepared by:  Larry McKenney, General Manager 
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75 Church Street, Sutter Creek, CA
Account: 011723-003
APN: 018-180-023

Monthly Yearly Use
Account 
Number

Read Date Reading Consumption Reading 
Period/ 
Year

Description New Billed Estimated Order Use (gal/mo) Use (gal/day) EDUs /mo EDUs 
/yr

Gal/Day (yr 
avg)

Year EDUs 
/yr

Gal/Day (yr 
avg)

EDUs 
/yr

Gal/Day (yr 
avg)

011723-003 5/5/2022 6,601.00 500.00 05/2022 BR FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 374,000   12,897        31.2     
011723-003 4/6/2022 6,101.00 539.00 04/2022 BR FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 403,172   13,439        33.6     
011723-003 3/7/2022 5,562.00 604.00 03/2022 SS FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 451,792   14,574        37.6     
011723-003 2/4/2022 4,958.00 486.00 02/2022 BR FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 363,528   14,541        30.3     
011723-003 1/10/2022 4,472.00 717.00 01/2022 SS FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 536,316   15,323        44.7     
011723-003 12/6/2021 3,755.00 619.00 12/2021 BR FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 463,012     17,808        38.6        41  16,400  2021 2.5 1,000     (39) (15,400)
011723-003 11/10/2021 3,136.00 0.00 11/2021 cop FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 ‐           ‐              ‐       
007500-001 11/5/2021 3,136.00 576.00 11/2021 Final Bill FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 430,848   14,362        35.9     
007500-001 10/6/2021 2,560.00 456.00 10/2021 BR FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 341,088   12,182        28.4     
007500-001 9/8/2021 2,104.00 547.00 09/2021 SS FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 409,156   12,399        34.1     
007500-001 8/6/2021 1,557.00 661.00 08/2021 BR FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 494,428   17,049        41.2     
007500-001 7/8/2021 896.00 895.00 07/2021 SS FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 669,460   21,595        55.8     
007500-001 6/7/2021 1.00 765.00 06/2021 BR; meter rolled over FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 572,220   18,459        47.7     
007500-001 5/7/2021 9,236.00 799.50 05/2021 SS FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 598,024   19,934        49.8     
007500-001 4/7/2021 8,436.50 695.54 04/2021 JO FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 520,262   17,940        43.4     
007500-001 3/9/2021 7,740.96 703.37 03/2021 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 526,123   15,943        43.8     
007500-001 2/4/2021 7,037.59 544.91 02/2021 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 407,592   15,096        34.0     
007500-001 1/8/2021 6,492.68 619.87 01/2021 JO FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 463,661   14,957        38.6     
007500-001 12/8/2020 5,872.81 688.15 12/2020 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 514,734   16,085        42.9      36   14,400    2020
007500-001 11/6/2020 5,184.67 621.93 11/2020 JO FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 465,202   16,041        38.8     
007500-001 10/8/2020 4,562.74 678.94 10/2020 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 507,848   16,928        42.3     
007500-001 9/8/2020 3,883.80 613.59 09/2020 JO FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 458,968   14,343        38.2     
007500-001 8/7/2020 3,270.21 616.51 08/2020 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 461,147   15,372        38.4     
007500-001 7/8/2020 2,653.70 507.66 07/2020 JO FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 379,732   13,094        31.6     
007500-001 6/9/2020 2,146.03 406.03 06/2020 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 303,714   9,203          25.3     
007500-001 5/7/2020 1,740.00 263.68 05/2020 JO FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 197,233   6,801          16.4     
007500-001 4/8/2020 1,476.32 489.62 04/2020 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 366,238   11,098        30.5     
007500-001 3/6/2020 986.70 745.77 03/2020 JO FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 557,834   19,923        46.5     
007500-001 2/7/2020 240.93 518.53 02/2020 SU; meter rollover FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 387,861   12,929        32.3     
007500-001 1/8/2020 9,481.47 730.40 01/2020 JO FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 546,336   16,556        45.5     
007500-001 12/6/2019 8,751.07 679.53 12/2019 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 508,286   17,527        42.4      43   17,200    2019
007500-001 11/7/2019 8,071.55 680.04 11/2019 JO FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 508,671   16,409        42.4     
007500-001 10/7/2019 7,391.51 704.65 10/2019 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 527,078   18,824        43.9     
007500-001 9/9/2019 6,686.86 737.22 09/2019 SE FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 551,443   16,219        46.0     
007500-001 8/6/2019 5,949.63 583.06 08/2019 SE FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 436,132   15,576        36.3     
007500-001 7/9/2019 5,366.57 777.19 07/2019 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 581,342   17,616        48.4     
007500-001 6/6/2019 4,589.37 684.72 06/2019 SE FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 512,167   17,661        42.7     

OveruseCapacity Allotted
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007500-001 5/8/2019 3,904.66 844.51 05/2019 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 631,693   18,579        52.6     
007500-001 4/4/2019 3,060.15 619.50 04/2019 SE FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 463,389   17,163        38.6     
007500-001 3/8/2019 2,440.65 606.71 03/2019 SE FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 453,817   15,649        37.8     
007500-001 2/7/2019 1,833.94 691.87 02/2019 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 517,522   17,251        43.1     
007500-001 1/8/2019 1,142.06 720.36 01/2019 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 538,830   16,838        44.9     
007500-001 12/7/2018 421.70 666.04 12/2018 NI; rollover (est consumpt) FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 498,200   17,179        41.5      37   14,800    2018
007500-001 11/8/2018 9,755.66 774.53 11/2018 NI FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 579,345   17,040        48.3     
007500-001 10/5/2018 8,981.14 598.31 10/2018 NI FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 447,538   17,902        37.3     
007500-001 9/10/2018 8,382.82 785.75 09/2018 NI FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 587,745   17,287        49.0     
007500-001 8/7/2018 7,597.07 647.66 08/2018 NI; cust leak ver, told FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 484,446   16,705        40.4     
007500-001 7/9/2018 6,949.41 684.29 07/2018 NI FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 511,848   15,995        42.7     
007500-001 6/7/2018 6,265.12 657.95 06/2018 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 492,145   15,876        41.0     
007500-001 5/7/2018 5,607.18 523.77 05/2018 NI FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 391,776   14,510        32.6     
007500-001 4/10/2018 5,083.41 557.41 04/2018 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 416,943   12,263        34.7     
007500-001 3/7/2018 4,526.00 358.11 03/2018 AA FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 267,865   10,302        22.3     
007500-001 2/9/2018 4,167.89 418.03 02/2018 NI FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 312,688   10,087        26.1     
007500-001 1/9/2018 3,749.86 539.66 01/2018 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 403,666   12,615        33.6     
007500-001 12/8/2017 3,210.20 406.80 12/2017 NI FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 304,286   10,143        25.4      18   7,200      2017
007500-001 11/8/2017 2,803.40 468.48 11/2017 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 350,423   10,619        29.2     
007500-001 10/6/2017 2,334.92 348.07 10/2017 man. cngd read. See bill file nt FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 260,356   10,414        21.7     
007500-001 9/11/2017 1,986.85 416.93 09/2017 NI FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 311,864   9,450          26.0     
007500-001 8/9/2017 1,569.92 350.45 08/2017 NI FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 262,137   9,039          21.8     
007500-001 7/11/2017 1,219.47 360.60 07/2017 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 269,729   8,174          22.5     
007500-001 6/8/2017 858.87 322.76 06/2017 NT verified read FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 241,424   8,047          20.1     
007500-001 5/9/2017 53,611.00 299.00 05/2017 read from 1 inch neptune FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 223,652   7,712          18.6     
007500-001 4/10/2017 1,802.00 237.00 04/2017 read from 1 inch mtr FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 177,276   5,372          14.8     
007500-001 3/8/2017 1,565.00 180.00 03/2017 est for 2 month water issue FALSE TRUE TRUE 0 134,640   4,809          11.2     
007500-001 2/8/2017 1,385.00 10.00 02/2017 AA FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 7,480       258             0.6       
007500-001 1/10/2017 1,375.00 98.00 01/2017 high use ok FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 73,304     2,221          6.1       
007500-001 12/8/2016 1,277.00 123.00 12/2016 SU FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 92,004     3,067          7.7        7     2,800      2016
007500-001 11/8/2016 1,154.00 107.00 11/2016 AA FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 80,036     2,858          6.7       
007500-001 10/11/2016 1,047.00 90.00 10/2016 FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 67,320     2,321          5.6       
007500-001 9/12/2016 957.00 98.00 09/2016 FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 73,304     2,221          6.1       
007500-001 8/10/2016 859.00 92.00 08/2016 FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 68,816     2,373          5.7       
007500-001 7/12/2016 767.00 99.00 07/2016 FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 74,052     2,178          6.2       
007500-001 6/8/2016 668.00 92.00 06/2016 FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 68,816     2,373          5.7       
007500-001 5/10/2016 576.00 105.00 05/2016 FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 78,540     2,805          6.5       
007500-001 4/12/2016 471.00 179.00 04/2016 cmms 162267 cfl FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 133,892   3,825          11.2     
007500-001 3/8/2016 292.00 119.00 03/2016 FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 89,012     3,179          7.4       
007500-001 2/9/2016 173.00 139.00 02/2016 high use ok FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 103,972   3,151          8.7       
007500-001 1/7/2016 34.00 34.00 01/2016 high use ok. not billed prev FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 25,432     3,633          2.1       
000000-000 12/31/2015 0.00 0.00 01/2016 FALSE TRUE FALSE 0 ‐           ‐              ‐       
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75 Church St, Sutter Creek CA 95685 (916) 833-2384   brianramm@rammcoservices.com 

 

 

 

  

To AWA Board/ Larry McKenney, 
 
We are writing in response to the letter that was dated on August 8th. We are being asked to 
come up with an excess of approximately $320,000 for our business to continue to operate and 
not be forced to shut our doors. We have reviewed your letter in great detail and analyzed the 
usage numbers. Based on the attached usage paperwork that was sent, our usage has dropped 
since April/May of 2018.  
 
When we purchased this building late 2021, we did not anticipate the need to come up with 
this sum of money to replace the line immediately. We have been operating on the same line 
up until now. We do understand the need for the upgrades, but right now, we are not at a place 
to make this full investment up front. If we had known when we purchased the property late 
2021, we would have written a check that would have been a fraction of the cost we are talking 
about today. This type of immediate cost to our company is unstainable for our business and 
could possibly force our business into closure. This would result in 50 members of our 
community forced into unemployment. We are very proud to be able to support the 
community and provide jobs. 
 
After much thought, we would like to ask that you consider reviewing some proposed options 
that we can comfortably agree to for the immediate meter and 3” pipe upgrade: 

1. Using the 2018 usage rates – Rammco to make a lump sum payment – approximately 
$150,000 (final number to be determined at a later date). 

2. Using the current usage rates – Amador Water Agency to authorize Rammco a 6-year 
payment plan covering the total of $321,300. 

 
Once we settle on how we will pay for the meter and pipe upgrade, we can finalize the plans 
that we discussed previously regarding the water reclamation plant. This would include details 
surrounding the coordination with acquiring the appropriate wastewater capacity from the City 
of Sutter Creek and confirming whether they can accept brine waste from a reverse osmosis 
recycling system. In addition, working with PG&E to apply for the upgrade and permits needed 
for such a system. 
 
Please respond at your earliest convenience, so we can take action on the next steps. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Brian Ramm 
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Approved
AMADOR WATER AGENCY

Board of Directors
Regular Meeting

August 25,2022

MINUTES

In order to accommodate the social distancing practices required to reduce the risk
of spreadins COVID-|9 and provide for the safetv of the public. our emplovees and
Board of Directors, the Agencv will conduct its public meetinss via teleconference
until further notice.

OPEN SESSION - CALL TO ORDER at 9:04 a.m.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

ROLL CALL
Board of Directors:
Director Gary Thomas, President
Director Paul Molinelli Jr., Vice President (joined at 9:08 a.m.)
Director Susan Peters
Director Randal Livingston
Director Richard Farrington

Staff in Attendance:
Larry McKenney, General Manager
Rick Ferreira, Operations & Engineering Manager
Karen Gish, HR/Risk Management Manager
Brandt Cook, Resident Engineer
Lucy Hackett, PR Consultant

ADDITIONS TO THE AGENDA - None

PUBLIC COMMENT FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA - None

SAFETY TOPIC
Confined Space

CONSENT AGENDA
MOTION: lt was moved by Director Molinelli, Jr., seconded by Director Peters, to

Rr:rjtt litt"[lrr;trtl \{ e ctirrg
,\.Li gr-i st 15.'1 0"1 -l

l'lrr:c 113
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approve the consent agenda and carried by the following vote:

Roll Call Vote:
AYES: Directors Peters, Livingston, Farrington, Molinelli Jr., Thomas
NOES: None
ABSTAIN: None
ABSENT: None

AGENCY GENERAL
Rammco Request for Relief from Required Upsizing

Public Comment:
Brian Ramm

Following staff information and discussion, the following motion was made:

MOTION: lt as moved by Director Molinelli, Jr. to approve Rammco's request for relief.

The motion failed due to a lack of a second.

MOTION: lt was moved by Director Peters, seconded by Director Livingston, to deny
Rammco's request for relief and carried by the following vote:

Roll Gall Vote:
AYES: Directors Livingston, Peters, Farrington, Thomas
NOES: Director Molinelli, Jr.
ABSTAIN: None
ABSENT: None

Direction was provided to staff to include in Rammco bills going fonruard the debt service
charge commensurate with actual usage, along with the appropriate monthly service
charge.

Drought Status Update
Staff provided an update.

Transparency Certificate of Excellence (GSDA)
Staff i nformational presentation.

Grants Report
Staff provided an informational report.

H. cgLr I ar" []oiirrl Nlccti ng
August l-5.')O))

i'ugi:213

GENERAL MANAGER'S REPORT
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DEPARTMENT REPORTS
Customer Service/Finance
HR/Risk Management

lntroduction of lan Polenske, Customer Service Rep I

Operations & Engineering

COMMITTEE REPORTS, SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS AND DIRECTOR COMMENTS
Planning Operation Engineering (8/1 812022)
O utreach & Leg islation (8 I 231 2022)

FUTURE AGENDA TOPICS
Coordination of Service Disconnects with Regional Entities

ADJOURNMENT
President Thomas adjourned the meeting at 1 1:07 a.m

L
n L. Gish

Clerk of the Board of Directors

Approved: _912212022-

l{egular Board Mccting
August 25" 1022

Pagc 313
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Board Meeting: December 8, 2022     Agenda Item No. 14 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 

Operations & Engineering Department Report 
November 2022 

 
 

OPERATIONS: 
 
ACGMA / CGA: 
 

1. CGA  
a. Three-month look ahead 
b. Delta Conveyance Project Draft Environmental Impact Report Public Comments 
c. DWR SGMA Implementation Grant – Discussion 
d. PMA Committee Report Back  
e. Outreach and Engagement Update 
f. Link to the New CGA Website - About - Cosumnes Groundwater Authority 

 

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE SPECIALIST: 
 

1. Coordination with Distribution and Water Treatment Departments for our on-going 
testing and monitoring for Disinfection By-Products (DBPs) in the Ione and Tanner 
systems. 

2. Ione DBP Exceedance public notification letters sent to customers and posted on 
website and Quarterly Progress Report sent in to the state. 

3. Completed service contracts with NV5 for our Quarterly Groundwater Monitoring report 
for Camanche WWTP and Monitoring Reports for Fairway Pines, Gayla, Mace Meadows, 
Pine Grove and Wildwood Wastewater and the Ione Canal Dam 2017-2022 report.  

4. Provided historical data to Keller Associates for DBP Study. 
5. Assisted with the submission of the annual water use information to the State Water 

Resources Control Board. 
6. Completed monthly water and wastewater regulatory reporting.  
7. On-going training. 

 

SAFETY TOPICS: 
 

Staff conducted Safety Tailgate Meetings on the following subjects: 

1. Winter driving and cold weather precautions 
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2. Avoiding Arc Flash 
3. Cargo Tie Down – No loose Cargo 
4. Carbon Monoxide Awareness 

 

DISTRIBUTION: 

1. Castle Oaks Village 9 Shutdown for Tie-In. 
2. Three service line and two main line leak repairs. 

 
CANAL: 

1. Winter storm preparation. 
 

WATER TREATMENT PLANTS: 
 

Ione Water Treatment Plant: 

1. Staff experienced two recycle pump failures, each were an operational failure. 
2. Coordinating with Keller Associates staff to implement strategies to identify and correct 

DBP compliance issues. 
3. Staff monitoring grab sample analysis for ultraviolet light absorbance and transmittance 

(UVA and UVT) daily on the raw and finish water flows to further understand total 
organic carbon (TOC) and its impact on DBPs and chlorine demand. 

4. Staff completed a clarifier cleaning. 

Tanner Water Treatment Plant: 
 

1. Staff worked with Electrical Department and Erik Burns to test and implement additional 
operational programming.  

2. Coordinating with Keller Associates staff to implement strategies to identify and correct 
DBP compliance issues. 

3. Staff monitoring grab sample analysis for UVA and UVT daily on the raw and finish water 
flows to further understand TOC and its impact on DBPs and chlorine demand. 

Buckhorn Water Treatment Plant: 
 

1. The Backwash recycle facility remains offline with flows being redirected to the Mace 
Meadows Golf Course Pond. Facility is awaiting shipment of coagulant needed for 
intended operation of facility.   

2. Completed a clean-in-place (CIP). 
 

LaMel Water Treatment Plant: 
 

1. Nothing to report. 
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PG&E Tiger Creek Water Treatment Plant: 

 
1. Identified and replaced pressure regulator on treatment skid. 
2. Identified and replaced failed electrical component causing loss of storage tank reading. 

     
WASTEWATER:  

 
1. Jetted several lines in our Martell and Camanche service lines. 

ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL: 

1. Installed temporary pole and antenna at the Ranch House Tank site due to a radio 
communication loss. Will be renting a bucket truck to further access and determine root 
cause of failure. 

2. Completed conduit and wire runs needed to relocate the sodium hypochlorite pumps at 
Tanner WTP. 

3. Added chemical tank levels to the Tanner WTP SCADA system. 
4. Two new mixer motors failed at River Pines WWTP. Failures were manufacturer defects 

and are covered under warranty. 
5. The Raw Water Inlet valve actuator at Buckhorn WTP failed.  A replacement actuator 

was pieced together and the valve is able to be run in manual. Awaiting repair and 
replacement quotes.  Further work will be needed before it can run in automatic. 

6. Worked with IT on multi-factor authentication implementation.  
7. The pump sequential relay controlling recirculation pumps at Gayla WWTP failed.  Staff modified 

the control to allow the pumps to continue to operate while we awaiting a replacement relay. 
8. Worked with Rotork Service technician to upgrade the firmware on the backup raw 

water inlet valve at Ione WTP. 

CONSTRUCTION: 
 

1. Prepped and hauled surplus items to Bar None Auction. 
2. New roller utilized to pave several patches on Manor Ct, Sutter Creek. 
3. Made several main and service line repairs. 
4. Installed new sewer connection in River Pines. 
5. Two service line replacements in Camanche. 

 

ENGINEERING: 

AWA Projects  

1. Pioneer Rehabilitation Phase 3 (USDA) 
a. The second tank is being coated. The remaining onsite piping in being completed 

and the site is being rough graded. Staff is working on a time extension from USDA. 
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b. Staff is working on obtaining approval from USDA to use approximately half of 
the project contingency to install additional drain piping from the tanks. 

2. Tanner Water Treatment Plant 18” Clearwell Feed Line:  Materials have arrived and are 
being stored for winter construction. 

3. Ione Clearwell Cover Replacement Project:  The project and funding were approved. 
Contracts were executed and the notice to proceed was issued.  The preconstruction 
meeting was held and the submittal process has been started.    

4. Tanner Water Treatment Plant Filter Media Replacement Project:  The project and 
funding were approved. Contracts were executed and the notice to proceed was issued.  
The preconstruction meeting was held and the submittal process has been started.    

5. Martell Lift Station #2L:  The project is awaiting replacement of the damaged pumps and 
PG&E electrical service upgrade.  

6. La Mel Booster Station:  Staff is reviewing engineering proposals.  A budget 
augmentation request is planned to follow with the midyear budget. 

AWA Studies and Applications 

7. HMGP Grant Applications:  Applications are awaiting further review by CalOES and 
FEMA. 

8. The Disinfection By-Products Study kick off meeting was held and initial data gathering 
has begun. 

9. The Ione WTP Geotechnical Analysis kick off meeting was held and initial data gathering 
has begun. 

Notable Developer Projects  

10. Pine Grove Bypass & WW Improvement Project:  Staff is reviewing additional plan and 
contract submittals from the County. A budget augmentation request is planned to follow 
with the midyear budget. 

11. Castle Oaks Village 9:  Construction is in progress.  
12. Wildflower Unit 2 & Foothill Boulevard:  The project was completed and accepted. Water 

meters are being set for all the new homes in the subdivision. 
 

Prepared by:  Jessi Bylund, Administrative Assistant II; Rick Ferriera, Operations & Engineering 
Manager 
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City of Plymouth Department Report 
November 1-30, 2022 

 

 
Regulatory Compliance Specialist 
 

• Monthly water reporting completed.  
 

Wastewater 

• Continue to monitor collection system and lift station. 
• Issuing grease trap pump orders as needed. 
• Jetted service lines. 

 

Water Treatment / Distribution 

• Nothing to report.  

 

Staff hours:  37.5 Water hrs. 4.5 Wastewater hrs.  

 

Prepared by: Jessi Bylund, Administrative Assistant II 
Reviewed by: Rick Ferriera, Operations and Engineering Manager 
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River Pines Department Report 
November 1-30, 2022 

 

Water Production/Sold 

Well 2: 292,900 gallons  Total Produced: 979,263 gallons 

Well 3R:  515,200 gallons  Total Sold:  603,324 gallons 

Well 6R: 171,163 gallons  Unaccounted Loss: 39% 

 

Regulatory Compliance Specialist 

• Submitted monthly water report 
• Submitted monthly wastewater reports and no spill report for CIWQS 

 

Wastewater 

• Influent flow 887,000 gallons. Effluent Discharged 524,400 gallons. 
• Removed failed generator from Horseshoe Lift Station and installed rental. 
• Installed new sewer service on Horseshoe. 
• Removed failed mixer out of Pond A. 
• Repaired chemical feeder at WWTP. 

 
 

Water Treatment / Distribution 

• Nothing to report. 
 
 

Staff Hours:  42 Water hrs. 50.5 Wastewater hrs.  

 

Prepared by: Jessi Bylund, Administrative Assistant II 
Reviewed by: Rick Ferriera, Operations and Engineering Manager  
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